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INTRODUCTION

‘The Nuts & Bolts of Graphic Design’ is the culmination
of a series of blogs that have been written by me, Paul
Heaton, Creative Director, and Gary Devreede, a Senior
Creative at Reform. We thought it may be helpful
to put them all into one place for you and our design
friends to access easily. It is not meant, in any way, as a
publication to teach you how to suck eggs, but will
hopefully act as an aide-mémoire.

Design is subjective; however, if you
are engaging a freelance or a studio to
produce a new logo, develop your
brand, design a website or produce a
campaign, there are some basics that
should be adhered to.
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Remember that design isn’t personal to you. It has a job
to do, such as create a certain perception about the
personality of your company, attract attention, create
awareness, or communicate a specific message.
For all or any of this to happen you need to have frank
and open discussions with your preferred supplier,
be clear about the business goals, and ensure that the
creatives are explaining to you why certain things
will and won’t work, and why they have gone down a
certain route.
Start with agreeing your objectives.
Paul Heaton
Creative Director
Reform
—
E: paul@reformcreative.co.uk
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The SIZZLING
HISTORY of BRANDING
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Branding is a massive subject that goes back
5,000 years or more to the time of the
ancient Babylonians. Here, we explore some
of the landmarks.

Although ‘branding’ has been expressed in different
ways by different civilisations over the centuries,
it’s interesting to note that there are powerful themes
running through branding activities that are still very
much with us today.
The concepts of buying and selling – and this includes
bartering – have been with us from the year dot.
Along with this goes the concept of ‘ownership – and
using ‘branding’ techniques to prove that you’re the
rightful and proud owner.
The ‘branding’ that most people are familiar with is the
use of hot irons that leave an imprint on cattle and other
livestock as proof of ownership. More sophisticated
examples that denote quality or ‘authenticity’ are the
marks by goldsmiths or silversmiths on their products;
potters who use marks on their porcelain; and printers
and papermakers who used ‘watermarks’.
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Branding in its various forms not
only denotes ownership, it also
provides proof of provenance and
quality. In more recent times,
especially in overcrowded markets,
branding is used for product
differentiation that also creates a
sense of emotional familiarity
or, in modern parlance, a feeling of
‘brand loyalty’.
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A CHANGING VIEW OF BRANDS
—
This emergent idea of ‘brand identity’ developed into a form of intellectual
property. Product names were created to differentiate what were broadly
similar families of products where each product – or ‘brand’ – had its own
logo and style of packaging.
Strong and easily recognised brands became valued in their own right, with
a unique emotional appeal to the people who bought them. With so many
mass market commodities – such as soap or chocolate – being broadly
similar, it was vital to create a brand (or ‘product personality’) to achieve and
sustain commercial success. Apart from packaging and design identity, the
power of ‘brand values’ was reinforced by advertising.
Ad agencies and design consultants went to great lengths to create a
unique appeal for their clients’ products. They set out to develop and exploit
the emotional links that consumers began to associate with attractive brands.
The process invited major questions – to which the answers would hopefully
provide a strong profit centre in a company’s product portfolio. Questions
such as ‘Why do they buy?’ and ‘How can we use the various techniques
of branding to reinforce key values in the products on offer?’ provided the
bedrock of twentieth-century marketing.

Ad agencies and design consultants went to
great lengths to create a unique appeal for their
clients’ products. They set out to develop and
exploit the emotional links that consumers began
to associate with attractive brands.
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SHIFTING SANDS…
—
Present-day consumer goods branding has moved
on from the basic techniques of advertising, design
and packaging to the ways that mass media and
communication can be used to maximise the effects
of mainstream branding activities.
In the UK, for example, brands began to be adapted for
TV advertising and colour newspaper supplements
from the 1960s onwards. This involved using superb
photography alongside emotive art direction in ads
(fuelled by market research findings) that introduced the
idea of integrated creative concepts, i.e. benefit-filled
headlines and copy that linked directly to superb
visuals or storyboard ideas.
Compare this to the austere monochrome press ads of
the early twentieth-century where line drawings and
somewhat archaic typography were the order of the day.
Improved printing technology changed all that, as did
the endless opportunities that TV created.

Until very recently, the downloading
limitations of PCs and
Internet speeds had an adverse
effect on creativity.

IN OUR CURRENT ERA…
—
The limitations of online technology have resulted in
some retrograde presentational steps for branding,
albeit temporarily. Until very recently, the downloading
limitations of PCs and Internet speeds had an adverse
effect on creativity. Today, with rapidly developing
computing power and ultra-high-speed Broadband, all
that is changing.
An ironic offshoot of all this has been the advent of
social media. Seen by some as the democratisation
of the consumer, it can also be seen as anti-branding
where consumers can now rail against the attempted
manipulation of the masses by ‘Big Business’. The
jury is still out on where the undercurrents of these
developments in the evolution of branding are
leading us.
The logical extension of all this could lead to accusations
that branding is a tool of Capitalism and therefore
has political overtones. Fortunately, the timeless values
associated with branding – ownership, emotional
attachment, quality and product differentiation – mean
there’s no turning the clock back.
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HOW DOES
COLOUR WORK?
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Ever wondered why colour, when printed, is never
the same as viewed on-screen? This is because
the two viewing processes are different and use two
separate colour models. Most of us expect a
colour difference from the screen or device to the
finished printed article.
The truth is that the two kinds of light important to a graphic
designer are more easily reproduced in two models. The two
crucial kinds of light are transmissive, as through film or onto
a cathode ray tube, and reflective, as from the printed page.
Let us explore colour models a little further.
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ADDITIVE
—
The perfect colour model for transmissive light is called
‘additive’ and has as its primaries red, green and blue
light: RGB. The additive secondary colours are cyan,
made by mixing equal quantities of green and blue;
magenta, made by mixing equal quantities of red and
blue; and yellow, made by mixing equal quantities of
red and green. One hundred percent of each of red,
green and blue light creates white. Lesser but equal
amounts of red, green and blue light make shades
of grey.

This is just the tip of the colour
theory iceberg. It is a vast but
interesting subject.
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SUBTRACTIVE
—
The reflective model uses cyan, magenta and yellow
(CMY ) inks as primaries to create a full spectrum.
Yellow and cyan make green; magenta and yellow make
red; cyan and magenta make blue. All three at full
strength make black, and lesser but equal amounts
create shades of grey. When light falls on paper, the white
parts reflect all light. Cyan ink absorbs red light but
reflects blue and green light. Magenta ink absorbs green
but reflects red and blue. Yellow ink absorbs blue
but reflects red and green. Black ink absorbs all light and
reflects no colour.
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WHAT DOES YOUR FAVOURITE
COLOUR SAY ABOUT YOU?
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Oh yes, good to know stuff about colour whether you
are a client commissioning design or creative involved
with print or online work.

Max Lüscher’s Colour Test is merely the most famous
of many colour personality tests. Its purpose is to
relate colour to personality. It is useful for the graphic
designer or client to know what kind of personality will
react favourably to any colour because designed
communication is usually aimed at groups of people with
something in common. Often the shared factor is
either explicitly or implicitly described in psychological
terms. It is not suggested that the colours shown are the
basis for an exhaustively persuasive palette: without
expert knowledge and a complete battery of tests, little
can be said about individual personalities. But we
may conclude with some certainty that reds appeal to
those seeking excitement, and browns to those who
value security.
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GREEN
Firm | Constant | Proud | Self-contained
Resists change. Asserts self-esteem. Seeks recognition. Projects idealised
self-image. Seeks longer and more useful life for self and others.
RED
Impulsive | Great will to win | Competitive edge
Urge to achievement and success. Seeks excitement. Seeks intense
living. Seeks rich experience. Craves action. Keenly productive initiative.
BROWN
Sensuous | Agreeable | Sociable
Seeks family security. Seeks company of own kind. Seeks certainty and
contentment. Requires physical amenities. Values home comforts.
GREY
Insular | Uninvolved
Conceals true personality. Tends to stand back and watch themselves go
through the motions. Unresponsive to outside influence.
BLUE
Calm | Ethical | Contented | Orderly
Seeks to harmonise environment. Needs emotional harmony. Values
tradition. Tries to minimise disturbance. Attempts to ensure smooth
running of affairs.
YELLOW
Forward-looking | Seeks achievement and importance | Desires happiness
Seeks change. Values the new, the developing and the modern.
Restless in pursuit of ambition. Focused on future.
VIOLET
Impulsive vitality | Gentle surrender | Good compromiser
Tries for a mystical union in which dreams and desires can be fulfilled.
Seeks to charm and delight. Wants to fascinate associates, friends and family.
BLACK
Stubborn | Inflexible
No trouble saying ‘No!’ Rejects fate. Dissatisfied with current conditions.
Feels nothing is as it should be. Likely to revolt.
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If you export or are considering trading
in other countries…

Different cultures associate different colours with
different things: make sure you investigate the
symbolism of all colours used in your branding and
communications in the countries where you
choose to do business.
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YOU CAN’T EXPECT
ME TO READ THAT!
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Understanding of accessible print
There are two million people in the UK with a
sight problem. Some of your audience will be
blind or partially sighted.
Making information accessible
Why should I make information accessible?
Produce your information in a way that ALL your
audience can read because:

1.
2.
3.

16

It’s fair. Blind and partially sighted people should receive information
that is accessible to them. Information enables all of us to make decisions
and lead independent lives.

It’s the law. There is now a legal duty to meet the information needs of
your blind and partially sighted customers following the implementation
of Section 21 of the Disability Discrimination Act in October 1999.

It makes business sense. There are two million people in the UK with
a sight problem. This is a sizeable customer base which cannot be ignored.
Meeting the needs of all your customers makes good business sense.
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BLIND AND PARTIALLY SIGHTED PEOPLE READ
INFORMATION IN DIFFERENT WAYS.
—
For many partially sighted people, well-designed print
information using a minimum of 12 point text is enough,
although 14 point is recommended, to reach more
people with sight problems.
Others will need this information in a different format to
standard print. This could be larger print, spoken word
audio or cassette tape, Braille, electronic documents
or over the Internet.

Accessible information guidelines will help you do
this by making the production of alternative formats
part of the planning process. It will also raise
staff awareness of the needs of blind and partially
sighted customers.
Once you have produced your alternative formats, you
need to let your audience know they are available.
Unfortunately, many blind and partially sighted people
have low expectations of getting information in a way
they can read, so they don’t ask for it. This is often
misinterpreted by organisations as a lack of demand.

One format cannot suit everyone. You should
produce information in a range of formats.
Some information should be available from the outset
in different formats to standard print: for example,
information for mass distribution, aimed at older people,
or on issues such as health. Other information should
be available in different formats when a customer
requests it.

Every standard print publication should have a clear,
large-print statement (16 point) in a prominent place
about the availability of alternative formats. Local
radio, public libraries, talking newspapers and local
societies for blind and partially sighted people are also
useful ways to reach people with sight loss.

When you produce information in a range of
alternative formats it should be:
• equivalent quality as standard print
• same price as standard print
• available at the same time as standard print

It is essential to plan the production of
alternative formats at the same time
as planning your standard print version.
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TYPE SIZE
—
The size of the type (known as point size) is a
fundamental factor in legibility. We recommend
a typeface between 12 and 14 point.
CONTRAST
—
The better the contrast between the background and
the text, the more legible the text will be. Note that
the contrast will be affected by the size and weight of
the type. Black text on white background provides
best contrast.
TYPEFACE
—
As a general rule, be guided by typefaces such
as Helvetica, Univers and New Century Schoolbook.
These are all good examples of clear and
legible typefaces.

Avoid simulated handwriting and
ornate typefaces, as these can
be difficult to read unless used as
a graphic only.

Avoid simulated handwriting and ornate typefaces,
as these can be difficult to read unless used as a
graphic only.
TYPE STYLES
—
Capital letters and italicised text are both generally
harder to read. A word or two in capitals is fine, but
avoid the use of capitals for continuous text. We
advise that italic text is not used where an alternative
emphasis is available.
LEADING
—
The space between one line of type and the next
(known as leading) is important. As a general rule, the
space should be 1.5 to 2 times the space between
words on a line.
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TYPE WEIGHT
—
People with sight problems often prefer bold or semibold weights to normal ones. Avoid light type weights.

We advise that you avoid justified
text, as the uneven word spacing can
make reading more difficult
for people with sight problems.

NUMBERS
—
If you print documents with numbers in them, choose a
typeface in which the numbers are clear. Readers with
sight problems can easily misread 3, 5, 8 and 0.
LINE LENGTH
—
Ideally, line length should be between 60 and 70 letters.
Lines that are too long or too short tire the eyes.
The same applies to sentence and paragraph lengths,
which should also be neither too long nor too short.
WORD SPACING AND ALIGNMENT
—
Keep to the same amount of space between each word.
Do not condense or stretch lines of type. We recommend
aligning text to the left margin, as it is easy to find the
start and finish of each line and keeps the spaces even
between words. We advise that you avoid justified text,
as the uneven word spacing can make reading more
difficult for people with sight problems.
COLUMNS
—
Make sure the margin between columns clearly
separates them. If space is limited, use a vertical rule.
REVERSING TYPE
—
If using white type, make sure the background colour
is dark enough to provide sufficient contrast.
Find out more about reversing type on page 27.
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SETTING TEXT
—
Avoid fitting text around images if this means that
lines of text start in a different place, and are therefore
difficult to find. Set text horizontally, as text set vertically
is extremely difficult for a partially sighted reader
to follow. Avoid setting text over images – for example,
photographs. This will affect the contrast and, if a
partially sighted person is avoiding images, they will
miss the text.
FORMS
—
Partially sighted people tend to have handwriting that
is larger than average, so allow extra space on forms.
This will also benefit people with conditions that affect
the use of their hands, such as arthritis.
NAVIGATIONAL AIDS
—
It is helpful if recurring features, such as headings and
page numbers, are always in the same place. A contents
list and rules to separate different sections are also
useful. Leave a space between paragraphs, as dividing
the text up gives the eye a break and makes
reading easier.

Avoid setting text over images—for
example, photographs. This will
affect the contrast and, if a partially
sighted person is avoiding images,
they will miss the text.

PRINTING
—
Avoid glossy paper because glare makes it difficult to
read. Choose uncoated paper that weighs over 90 gsm.
As a general rule, if the text is showing through from
the reverse side, the paper is too thin.
FORMAT
—
When folding paper, avoid creases which obscure the
text. People who use screen magnifiers need to place
the document flat under the magnifier, so try not to use
a binding method that may make it difficult to flatten
the document.
LARGE PRINT
—
For many partially sighted people, large print is essential.
No single size is suitable for everyone, but most people
prefer their large print in the range of 16 to 22 point.
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JUSTIFYING
TEXT IS A SKILL
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At Reform we pride ourselves on producing not only great
ideas, but also ideas that are executed beautifully.
One of the ways to ensure this happens is through carefully
considered typography.
One of the things we see many people getting wrong is
justified text: something that is quite an art in itself.
A beautifully crafted piece of justified text not only looks
great, but also gives the reader a better experience.

22
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Please examine these two examples of justified text and
judge for yourself.
eg. one
eg.
one

eg.
two
eg. two

Creative Hearts. Business Heads

What we mean by that is this: everything we do will always
be focused on helping your organisation succeed. Not on
making us look good to our peers. We’re an
independent creative agency based in Manchester, and we’d
love the opportunity to create some businessenhancing graphic design for you – both online and offline.
We’re creatives at heart, of course, but we know that our
design work must always speak to your customers
or prospects, and really engage them. It’s also got to be in
harmony with your business values. Otherwise, it’s of
little value to you.
1st for client satisfaction, last for egotism

We were chuffed to come 1st in the North of England
Design Consultancy Client Satisfaction Poll, beating
all of the large Manchester design agencies.

Creative Hearts. Business Heads
What we mean by that is this: everything we do will always be
focused on helping your organisation succeed. Not on making
us look good to our peers. We’re an independent creative
agency based in Manchester, and we’d love the opportunity
to create some business-enhancing graphic design for you –
both online and offline.

We’re creatives at heart, of course, but we know that our design
work must always speak to your customers or prospects, and
really engage them. It’s also got to be in harmony with your
business values. Otherwise, it’s of little value to you.
1st for client satisfaction, last for egotism
We were chuffed to come 1st in the North of England Design
Consultancy Client Satisfaction Poll, beating all of the large
Manchester design agencies.

We hope that proves to you that we’re listeners, not just talkers.

We hope that
not just talkers.

proves

to

you

that

we’re

listeners,

We strongly believe that real innovation comes from close
working relationships with our clients, so we’ll
listen, absorb, research and really understand your brief and
your audience before we do anything else.
That’s why our client satisfaction success and the fact that
we enjoy high levels of repeat business mean the
world to us; even more than the D&AD award we won. Doing
a good job for our clients - that’s why we get
out of bed in the morning.

We strongly believe that real innovation comes from close
working relationships with our clients, so we’ll listen, absorb,
research and really understand your brief and your audience
before we do anything else.
That’s why our client satisfaction success and the fact that we
enjoy high levels of repeat business mean the world to us;
even more than the D&AD award we won. Doing a good job
for our clients – that’s why we get out of bed in the morning.

We are hoping that you can see a distinct difference between
example one, which has had no consideration, and example
two, which has had the level of detail you should expect to
see in a well-crafted piece of justified text.
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What do we do at Reform to
achieve this?
There are some simple rules which indicate whether a
block of copy can be justified. One of which is the
amount of words or characters per line. We would
recommend you don’t try and justify text that is less than
10 words per line, as it becomes difficult to avoid the
rivers and gaps which you can see below in example one.

A Step-by-Step guide.

1.
2.
3.
4.
24
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Decide what character spacing (tracking) looks good
for the font you are using. You are trying to achieve
text that doesn’t have touching characters and has a
little room around each character. This helps when
altering the tracking later.

If you have selected a tracking amount of say 30
(if using InDesign software) make sure that all your text
is set on 30 tracking, and also set the horizontal scaling
to 100%. This will be known as your average setting.

Range the text left.
Next you will ‘pull’ and ‘push’ your lines of text to close
the gap between the last word and the right-hand margin
or to bring up a word from the next line to fill the gap. The
aim is to achieve as little space between the last character
of the line and the right margin of your text box.

MARKETING. STRATEGY. DESIGN.

eg. three
eg.
three

Creative Hearts. Business Heads

We’re creatives at heart, of course, but we know that our
design work must always speak to your customers
or prospects and really engage them. It’s also got to be in
harmony with your business values. Otherwise, it’s of
Space to be reduced
little value to you.

Right Margin

What we mean by that is this: everything we do will always
be focused on helping your organisation succeed. Not on
making us look good to our peers. We’re an
independent creative agency based in Manchester, and we’d
love the opportunity to create some businessenhancing graphic design for you - both online and offline.

1st for client satisfaction, last for egotism

We were chuffed to come 1st in the North of England
Design Consultancy
Client Satisfaction Poll, beating
To push your line, select the whole line and then increase, firstly, the tracking
all of the large
agencies.
but byManchester
no more than 20 design
units if using
InDesign. If there is still a gap

5.
6.
7.

between your last character and the right margin of your text box, you may
increase the horizontal scaling of the whole line, but no more than 2%.

We hope that proves to you that we’re listeners,
not just talkers.

To pull your line, select the whole line plus the first word on the next line you
would like to take up and then decrease, firstly, the tracking, but by no more
strongly
believe
innovation
from
close
than
20 units that
if usingreal
InDesign.
If the word comes
hasn’t come
up then
you
may decrease the horizontal scaling of the whole line, but no more then 2%

We
working relationships with our clients, so we’ll
listen, absorb, research and really understand your brief and
your audience, before we do anything else.

When you have worked each line of the paragraph and are happy then

That’s whyyou
ourmay
client
success
justifysatisfaction
the text as the last
stage. and the fact that
we enjoy high levels of repeat business mean the
world to us; even more than the D&AD award we won.
Doing a good job for our clients - that’s why we get
out of bed in the morning.
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We recommend that you work on one
paragraph at a time. Some paragraphs
will be easy, some not so easy. It is
not unusual to work a paragraph more
than once before you are happy with it.
The above may sound like a long process
and it isn’t for the faint of heart, but
very much worth it and produces
justified text you can be proud of.
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If in DOUBT
REVERSE it OUT

27
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“If in doubt reverse it out” is a saying used in
the creative sector, but what does it mean? Some
designers prefer content that is on a coloured
background or reversed out of an image with the
text in a lighter colour or white; however, many
get it wrong.

Using a lighter text colour can make the page
‘more interesting’ or ‘punchy’ when done correctly,
but legibility needs to be at the forefront of
any designer’s mind; if the communication can’t
be easily read, then you are in danger of losing
your audience.

28
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A FEW GUIDELINES WHEN REVERSING TEXT OUT OF COLOUR:
—
• Use high-contrast colours – pink out of orange would not work, but white
out of navy works well.
•H
 eavy font weight – when working on a design that has a white background
with text you are free to use any font weight; however, when there
are colour panels with text reversed out, make sure the text within the
coloured panels is a heavier font weight.

An Extra Light
Headline is Legible on a
White Background
Using a lightweight body copy also works on a white
background, but using the same copy on a coloured
surface may require a heavier weight of typeface.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing
elit. Pellentesque scelisque tincidunt condimetum.
Suspendisse dapibus imperdiet libero, et mollis justo
aliquet volutpat. Pellentesque scelerisque tincidunt
condime tum. Suspendisse dapibus volutpa.
Where possible, try and avoid using small type sizes on coloured backgrounds or surfaces.
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A FEW GUIDELINES WHEN REVERSING TEXT OUT OF COLOUR:
—
• Avoid small text if possible, or at least keep it to a minimum
• Avoid thin font weights
• Add more inter-character spacing than you would normally do. The
characters shouldn’t touch, and there should be plenty of breathing
space around letters
• If reversing text out of an image, make sure you place your text carefully
in a clear area

Use a Heavier Weight
to Retain Legibility on
Coloured Surfaces
Using a lightweight body copy also works on a white
background, but using the same copy on a coloured
surface may require a heavier weight of typeface.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing
elit. Pellentesque scelisque tincidunt condimetum.
Suspendisse dapibus imperdiet libero, et mollis justo
aliquet volutpat. Pellentesque scelerisque tincidunt
condime tum. Suspendisse dapibus volutpa.
Where possible, try and avoid using small type sizes on coloured backgrounds or surfaces.
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LINING &
NON-LINING FIGURES

31
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Something you may not have
noticed when reading your favourite
book, magazine, journal or any
piece of correctly typeset copy is the
style of the numerals used within
the text.

Non-lining
We thought 1 puppy would be wonderful. Then we
wondered whether it would be lonely and whether
2 puppies wouldn’t be better. What about 3 or 4? So off
we went to the dog rescue: there were 10 to choose
from. Over the next 7 days we went to the kennels, they
had 12 and 15 dogs when we visited but could take up to 36.

Lining
We thought 1 puppy would be wonderful. Then we
wondered whether it would be lonely and whether
2 puppies wouldn’t be better. What about 3 or 4? So off
we went to the dog rescue: there were 10 to choose
from. Over the next 7 days we went to the kennels, they
had 12 and 15 dogs when we visited but could take up to 36.
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As with most elements of professional typography and
typesetting, the Devil is in the detail. The reader should
be oblivious to everything but the narrative of the story,
and this includes the appearance of numerals. The
choice is non-lining or lining figures within the body of
the text.
Non-lining figures, also called lowercase figures, are
designed to sit within body copy as they simulate the
x-height of the lowercase letters. Not only is the physical
proportion of the numeral considered; their design
also allows for particular numerals to extend above or
below the line, which helps them blend in with the
surrounding letters.
In contrast, lining figures are uniform of height and
width. This makes them stand out within body copy
and halt the reader, disturbing the flow of the text and
thus adding to the possibility of a less desirable
reading experience.
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However, lining figures do have an
important part to play in typography.
In a situation where there is the
appearance of all uppercase copy, it
would be perfectly fitting to use
these figures as they align with the
cap-height of the typeface and
would blend in well, whereas nonlining figures wouldn’t. This
also applies to any situation where
numerals appear as stand-alone
copy, such as telephone numbers
and postcodes.

Correct

FOR PROFESSIONAL ADVICE CALL
OUR TEAM ON 0161 236 0054
Incorrect

FOR PROFESSIONAL ADVICE CALL
OUR TEAM ON 0161 236 0054
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When considering the typeface for
any particular project it always
helps to look at the character set
of that particular font to
determine whether or not it has all
the characters you need. This
includes, in this instance, the lining
and non-lining figures and can also
include stylistic alternatives to
particular characters or small caps.
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The
LIGATURE
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Typography is known as an invisible art: if done correctly, the
reader will never notice. One of the hallmarks of a well-designed
typeface is the ligature. In its simplest terms, a ligature is
two or more letters crafted into a single character to improve
the appearance and legibility of the type on the page.

Before the days of computers and phototypesetting,
letters were cast into hot metal and set next to each
other in a chalice. One of the problems faced during
this period of typesetting was that certain characters
had features that physically collided with one another.
To solve this problem and increase the typographic
legibility of the printed word, font designers included
ligatures with their fonts, combining these clashing
letters into one uniquely designed character.
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abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz
@ACDEFGHIJKLM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
However, the appearance of ligatures pre-dates the
moveable metal typesetting boom of the 15th century
by thousands of years. In fact, the word “ligature”
comes from the Latin word ligatus, meaning to tie or
bind. In history, the ligature extends as far back as the
earliest forms of written communication. They are also
featured in many historical scripts and religious texts.
Considering everything was written by hand, the ligature
can be seen as a natural progression of language and
writing. This is most evident in the connection of
characters in many people’s handwriting the world over.
Today, almost every digital typeface will have the
common fi, ffi and fj ligatures included within its glyph
palette. However, there are many type designers
going beyond the expected set. A number of fonts from
Hoefler & Co, Sudtipos and Emigre all include a variable
set of ligatures and stylistic alternatives not only to
enhance the legibility of the type, but also to aid in the
interest in and creative appearance of the written word.
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Considering everything was written
by hand, the ligature can be seen
as a natural progression of language
and writing. This is most evident
in the connection of characters in
many people’s handwriting the
world over.
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CONCLUSION

We hope this guide has gone some way to help educate
and inform you about the various processes of the
design practice. Although we have only touched on a
few subject areas, we would like to think that we have
encouraged you to look at design services in a different
light. While this publication is by no means the full
spectrum, it should have pointed you in the right direction.
‘The Nuts & Bolts of Graphic Design’ is an ongoing
project with further aims to bring the ‘behind the- cenes’
of the design and marketing industry to the forefront.
From the finer details of lining and non-lining figures
to the science behind colour theory, this publication
should have given you an insight into a profession that
has roots in both technically accurate application and
a deep understanding of form and function.
As designers our purpose is to communicate, create
awareness and attract attention. We achieve this
by studying and paying close attention to the subjects
covered in this publication.
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Reform 0161 766 2914
www.reformcreative.co.uk
@reformcreative
Tell us about your business. Coffee or tea?
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